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(54) Method and apparatus for manufacturing reclosable bags

. In a fourth embodiment (Fig. 10) bulk sliders (54)

(57) A method and apparatus for manufacturing are introduced into a vibratory feeding bowl (136)

reclosable bags having slide zippers (54) on a form- which then orients and feeds the sliders (54) to the

fill-seal machine (100) is provided. In a first slider insertor mechanism (130).

embodiment (Fig. 5) the sliders (54) are pre-applied to

the zipper (10) and the bags are made using

conventional form-fill-seal techniques. In a second

embodiment (Fig. 8) a coil of sliders (128) is fed into

the form-fill-seal machine (100) where the sliders (54)

are applied to the zippers (10) by an insertor

mechanism. In a third embodiment (Fig. 9) a magazine

(134) of individual or connected sliders (54) is used

to feed a slider insertor mechanism (130) which then

applies the sliders (54) to the interlocked zippers (10) F I G. 7
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to reclosabte plastic bags having slide zippers. More particularly, the

present invention relates to a method and apparatus for making slide zippered reclosable bags on form-fill-seal (FFS)

5 machines.

[0002] Methods and apparatus for manufacturing reclosable plastic bags on FFS machines using reclosable

zippers are well-known in the art. These prior art methods and apparatus, however, are limited to interlocking

zippers which are directly opened and closed by the hands of the bag user and are not designed for the utilization

of a slider for opening and closing the zipper.

10 [0003] The method and apparatus of the present invention, on the other hand, relate specifically to reclosable

bags having a slide zipper. Reclosable bags having slide zippers are generally more desirable to consumers than bags

which have traditional interlocking zippers since it is much easier for the user to open and close bags having a

slide zipper. It is thus commercially highly desirable and advantageous to provide a method of and apparatus for

manufacturing slide-zippered reclosable plastic bags in a continuous, automated process.

15 [0004] Slide zippers for use with plastic bags are well known in the reclosable fastener art. Examples of

conventional slide zippers can be found in US-A-5,007,143, US-A-5,008,971, US-A-5,131,121 and US-A-5,664,299.

Typical slide zippers comprise a plastic zipper having two interlocking profiles and a slider for opening and

closing the zipper. The slider straddles the zipper and has a separator at one end which is inserted between the

profiles in order to force them apart, that is, the separator plows between the profiles forcing them to disengage. The

20 other end of the slider is sufficiently narrow to be able to close the zipper.

[0005] Recently, a new type of slider zipper has been-developed which is discussed fully below and which is

described in EP-A- (Application No. 99304228.2). This improves on prior art slide zippers and includes features

which facilitate the manufacture of bags in automated form fill processes.

[0006] The present invention is, in two aspects, a method of making slide-zippered plastic bags on an FFS

25 machine and an apparatus for making slide-zippered plastic bags on an FFS machine.

[0007] In a first embodiment of the present invention, the slider is pre-applied to the zipper at the zipper

manufacturing site. Then, at the FFS site the plastic bags are made on the FFS machine utilizing conventional and

well-known FFS technology, such as disclosed in US-A-4, 894,975. To facilitate guiding and alignment of the zipper,

the zipper is provided with guiding flanges.

30 [0008] In a second embodiment of the present invention, the plastic bags are made on the FFS machine and the

zipper is attached to the bags in the conventional manner. A coil of sliders, each slider being connected to its two

adjacent sliders, is used to feed the sliders into the FFS machine, which sliders are then applied by a slider

insertor mechanism to the zipper. In a slight variation of this embodiment, the slider insertor mechanism can be

positioned to apply the sliders to the zipper before the zipper is fed into the FFS machine for sealing to the plastic bags.

35 [0009] In a third embodiment of the present invention, the plastic bags are made on the FFS machine and the

zipper is attached to the bags in the conventional manner. A magazine of individual or interconnected sliders is used

to feed a slider insertor mechanism which applies the sliders to the zipper. In a slight variation of this

embodiment, the slider insertor mechanism can be positioned to apply the sliders to the zipper before the zipper is

fed into the FFS machine for sealing to the plastic bags.

40 [0010] In a fourth embodiment of the present invention, the plastic bags are made on the FFS machine and the

zipper is attached to the bags in the conventional manner. Bulk sliders are introduced into a vibratory feeding bowl

which orients and feeds the sliders to the slider insertor mechanism which applies the sliders to the zipper. In a

slight variation of this embodiment, the slider insertor mechanism can be positioned to apply the sliders to the

zipper before the zipper is fed into the FFS machine for sealing to the plastic bags.

45 [0011] Particular embodiments in accordance with this invention will now be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings; in which:-

Figure 1 is a cross sectional view of an interlockable zipper in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 2 is a perspective view of a slide zipper in accordance with the present invention attached to a plastic bag;

Figure 3 is a cross sectional view of the closing end of the slider and zipper;

Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of the opening end of the slider and zipper;

50

55
Figure 5 shows an FFS machine adapted to make slide zippered bags according to a first embodiment of the

present invention;
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Figure 6 shows a side view of the vertical seal bars of the FFS machine of Figure 5 disposed to seal the zipper

to the thermoplastic film;

Figure 7 shows a cross sectional view of the zipper guide and the vertical seal bars of the FFS machine of Figure 5;

5

Figure 8 shows an FFS machine adapted to make slide zippered bags according to a second embodiment of the

present invention;

Figure 9 shows an FFS machine adapted to make slide zippered bags according to a third embodiment of the

70 present invention; and;

Figure 10 shows an FFS machine adapted to make slide zippered bags according to a fourth embodiment of the

present invention.

15

20

25

30

[0012] Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view of interlockable zipper 10 which may be used to practice the

present invention. The zipper 10 is formed of a resilient plastic material such as polyethylene and comprises a

first profile 12 and a second profile 14. The zipper 10 is disposable across the mouth 11 of a plastic bag 13, as

shown in Figure 2. For purposes of this description the bag 13 will be assumed to be oriented with its mouth 11 on

top as depicted in Figure 2.

[0013] The first profile 12 has a base 15 having an inner side 16 and outer side 18, a top portion 20, a

bottom surface 22, a flange 24, a top hooked arm 26 and a bottom hooked arm 28.

[0014] The top hooked arm 26 and the bottom hooked arm 28 of the first profile 12 have hooked ends 30 and 32

which are directed away from each other. Thus, the hooked end 30 of top hooked arm 26 is oriented upwardly while the

hooked end 32 of the bottom hooked arm 28 is oriented downwardly. As is clear from Figure 1, the top hooked arm 26

is longer and thinner than the bottom hooked arm 28. The top hooked arm 26 is thus more flexible than the bottom

hooked arm 28, thereby providing for ease of opening of the zipper 10 from the outside of a bag employing the zipper

10. Conversely, because bottom hooked arm 28 is shorter and thicker than top hooked arm 26, and thus less flexible,

the internal opening force will be greater.

[0015] The second profile 14 likewise has a base 33 having an inner side 34 and an outer side 36, a top portion

38, a bottom surface 40, a flange 42, a top hooked arm 44 and a bottom hooked arm 46. The top hooked arm 44 and

bottom hooked arm 46 of the second profile 14 have hooked ends 48 and 50 which are directed towards each other

and positioned and sized to engage the hooked ends 30, 32 of the first profile hooked arms. Thus, the top hooked arm

44 has a downwardly oriented hooked end 48 which is engageable with the hooked end 30 of the top hooked arm 26 of

the first profile 12 and the bottom hooked arm 46 has an upwardly oriented hooked end 50 which is engageable with

35
the hooked end 32 of the bottom hooked arm 28 of the first profile 12. This two-arm configuration of the zipper 10

provides a relatively leak proof seal. The second profile 14 may also have an inwardly directed wedge or bump 52

which is located between the top hooked arm 44 and the bottom hooked arm 46 and aids in guiding the profiles into

and out of engagement. The profile flanges 24, 42 provide a means by which the zipper may be guided in an automated

bag making process, such as on a form-fill-seal machine, and also provide a means by which the zipper may be sealed

40
to the bag 13.

[0016] The slide zipper assembly is further provided with a slider 54 which slides along the mouth 1 1 of the bag

13 as shown in Figure 2. Figures 3 and 4 show how the zipper 10 cooperates with the slider 54. Thus, the slider 54

has a closing end 56 and an opening end 58. As shown in Figure 2, the slider 54 is slidable in an opening direction

"0" in which the zipper profiles 12, 14 are disengaged by the slider, and a closing direction "C", in which the

45
zipper profiles 12, 14 are engaged by the slider.

[0017] Figure 3 shows the details of the closing end of the slider and Figure 4 shows the details of the opening

end of the slider. It should be understood that for purposes of clarity the zipper 10 and slider 54 in Figures 3 and

4 are shown with the same orientation. However, when one actually looks at the zipper from the closing end and the

opening end the orientations of the zipper and slider will be reversed.

50
[0018] The slider 54 straddles the zipper 10 and is slidable along the zipper 10 in the closing and opening

directions. The profiles are closed and sealed to each other at both ends to ensure that the zipper 10 does not

become separated at its ends during use. In addition, the zipper 10 may be provided with a stopper at both ends

which serves to prevent the slider from becoming disengaged from the zipper.

[0019] The slider 54 has a top portion 60, a first arm 62 and a second arm 64. The first arm 62 has an inner

55 side 66, an outer side 68, and an inwardly directed bottom tab 70. Likewise, second arm 64 has an inner side 72, an

outer side 74, and an inwardly directed bottom tab 76. The inner sides 66, 72 of the slider arms are tapered towards

the closing end 56 so that at the closing end the arms are sufficiently close to press the profiles into engagement
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with each other.

[0020] The tab 70 of the first arm 62 has a tapered top surface 78, a side surface 80, and a tapered bottom

surface 81. The tapered top surface 78 of the tab 70 mates with the bottom surface 22 of the first profile 12,

imparting a generally upward force thereto. This force, as discussed below, plays a role in the opening and closing

5 action of the slider 54.

[00211 The tab 76 of the second arm 64 likewise has a tapered top surface 82, a side surface 84, and a tapered

bottom surface 85. The tapered top surface 82 mates with the bottom surface 40 of the second slider arm 64.

[0022] The mating of the profile bottom surfaces 22, 40 and the slider tab tapered top surfaces 78, 82 ensures

that the slider 54 is securely positioned over the zipper 10 and reduces the possibility that the slider 54 will be

10 pulled off the zipper 10. The slider tab tapered bottom surfaces 81, 85 facilitate insertion of the slider 54 over

the zipper 10.

[0023] As is clear from Figure 3, the zipper 10 is captured between the inner sides 66, 72 of the slider arms 62,

64 and between the two tabs 70, 76. The tabs 70, 76 cooperate with the slider top 60 to hold the slider 54 in place.

The inner sides 66, 72 of the slider arms 62, 64 are sufficiently close at the closing end so that when the slider

15 54 is moved in the closing direction "C
M

, the inner sides 66, 72 of the slider arms 62, 64 press against the outer

sides 18, 36 of the first and second profiles 12, 14, thereby effecting engagement of the profiles 12, 14.

[0024] Figure 4 shows the opening end 58 of the slider 54. At the opening end 58 the inner sides 66, 72 of the

slider arms 62, 64 are sufficiently far apart so as to not impart a closing force to the profiles 12, 14. To this

end, at the opening end 58 a separator blade 86 extends downwardly from the slider top as shown. In addition, the

20 inner side 66 of first slider arm 62 is contoured to define a cavity 88 which extends upwardly into the top 60. The
separator blade 86 is positioned so that when the slider 54 is moved in the opening direction, the separator blade

86 will deflect the top hooked arm 26 of the first profile 12 downwardly and out of engagement with the top hooked

arm 30 of the second profile 14. A component of the force on the top hooked arm 26 of the first profile 12 will also

direct the now disengaged profile 12 sideways and into cavity 88.

25 [0025] As the slider 54 is moved in the opening direction "0", the separator blade 86 deflects the top hooked

arm 26 of the, first profile 12 downwardly and out of engagement with the top hooked arm 30 of the second profile 14

until the top hooked arm 26 engages bump 52. The bump 52 provides a camming surface for the top hooked arm 26 as

a component of the force exerted by the separator blade acts on the top hooked arm 26 to urge the first profile 12

away from the second profile 14. Simultaneously, the top surface 78 of the tab 70 pushes the bottom portion 22 of

30 the first profile 12 upwardly. This upward deflection in combination with the outward deflection of the first

profile 12 by the separator blade 86 disengages the bottom hooked arm 28 of the first profile 12 from the bottom

hooked arm 46 of the second profile 14 and moves the first profile 12 up and into the cavity 88. Alternatively,

means could be provided to force the second profile downwardly out of engagement with the first profile, as opposed

to forcing the first profile upwardly or both upwardly and downwardly together.

35 [0026] Thus, the combined action of the separator blade 86 and first slider arm tab 70 on the first profile 12

serves to open the zipper as the slider is moved in the opening direction. Movement of the slider in the closing

direction causes the slider arms to force the profiles into engagement.

[0027] Because of the attractiveness of slide zippers to consumers, it is commercially highly desirable to

manufacture slider-zippered bags in a continuous automated process, such as on an FFS machine.

4Q [0028] Figure 5 shows a bag being manufactured on an FFS machine 100 in accordance with a first embodiment
of the present invention. Thermoplastic film 102 is fed from a continuous supply thereof into the FFS machine 100

and wrapped around a forming collar 104 and around a filling tube 106 to bring the longitudinal edges 108, 110 of

the film 102 together to form a tube. The interlocked zipper 10 having sliders 54 pre-applied thereto is fed from a

continuous coil thereof 112 between the longitudinal edges 108, 110 of the film 102 as shown, after which vertical

45
seal bars 114 seal the zipper flanges 24, 42 to the longitudinal film edges 108, 110 to form what will be the top of

the bag. The sliders 54 must be clear of the vertical seal bars 114 such that the sliders 54 do not interfere in the

sealing of the zipper 10 and are not crushed by the vertical seal bars 114, as shown in Figure 6. It is thus

critical that the zipper flanges 24, 42 be long enough to eliminate any interference between the sliders 54 and the

vertical seal bars 114.

5Q
[0029] The zipper flanges 24, 42 also serve to allow the zipper 10 to be guided into the FFS machine 100 by

zipper guide member 116, and thereby keep the zipper aligned with the edges of the film, as shown in Figure 7, which

shows a cross section of the zipper 10, the slider 54, the film 102, the vertical seal bars 114, and the zipper guide

member 116.

[0030] Then, further downstream in the FFS machine 100 cross seal bars 118 form the sides of the bags by

55
transversely sealing the tube of film. The cross seal bars 118 simultaneously seal the first side 120 of the bag 122

presently being made and seal the second side 124 of the preceding bag 126 (the first side seal of the preceding bag

had previously been made), capturing a single slider between the two sides of the preceding bag 126, and cut the

preceding 126 bag from the film 102. After the first side 120 is completed, the bag may be filled, if desired. Cross
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seal bars 118 may also seal the ends of the zipper 10 together to prevent the slider 54 from beconing detected

Lreto. Rather, the sliders 54 are applied to the zipper after the z,pper ,s sealed to the longrtud.nal edges 108,

,„ !o
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own in Figure 8, the sliders are supplied from a continuous co» 128 to a slider inserter mechanism

3C Each sIMefoTte connected to Its adjacent slider via a connector 132. This connection may be achieve any

number of way! Fo example, the sliders may be mechanically connected. Alternatively, the shders may be connected

by a calr^hSve tape Still afternative.y. the sliders may be connected by a metal or plastic w,re or molded

„ tt*yZ£2E-**» are fed into the s„der inserter 130 as the film advance, through the FFS machine

seal of the bag is made by the cross seal jaws 1 18. The bag is then completed as d.scussed above. .... .

mm I" a slight variation of this second embodiment, the slider inserter mechanism 130 can be positioned to

aoolv the sliders 54 to the zipper 10 between the zipper roll 1 12 and the FFS machine 100.

ro035] A third embodiment of the present invention is shown in Figure 9. In this embodiment once again the

55? 10 is sliderless as it is sealed to the longitudinal edges 108 110 of the%™*£Z^J££
mLmiikI stacked sliders 54 is connected to the slider insertion mechanism 130. As the film 102 advances tnrougn

heTachine a d as zipper 10 is attached to the film, the sliders are automatical^ applied to the zippers c

indSa. bags% the inserter 1 30. The magazine is interchangeable with other magazines and

woZWdne when it becomes empty. Other types of common* used magaz-nes may also be employed, such as a

tt^££^~ZES^»'~ inserter mechanism 130 can be positioned to

srTa^r=
edaes 108 10 of the film 102 without the sliders 54 being pre-applied. Instead, a vibratory feeder bowl 136 s

SHo 5.nt andleaders 54 to the slider inserter 130. Bulk sliders 54 a,Headled by t

J^g
maker int

«ho uihratnrv feeder bowl 136 The vibratory feeder bowl 136 then orients the sliders 54 and feeds them to tne

Z^*ZXo,S »

3

hen

T
ap^ies Aiders to the zippers. The .bratory

either a translational manner (back and forth) or in a rotational manner. Generally, when the FFS macmnes running

7?JZX^^» l~ than 60 ba9S Per minUte
'

3 tranS,ati° nal deViC€ ^ Tt H

Lired however the rotational type of feeder bowl should be used to adequately provide for high speeds.

fooS] in a slight variation of this fourth embodiment, the slider inserter mechanism 130 can be pos,t»oned to

apply the sliders 54 to the zipper 10 between the zipper roll 1 12 and the FFS machine 100.

20

25

30

35

45
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Claims

A method of making reclesable bags on a form-fill-seal machine (100), said method
I

comprising the steps of

feeding a length of thermoplastic film (102) into said form-fill-sea. machine (100), sa.d thermoplastic
film 102)

h^?rg oppesfe lo gLinal edges (110); folding said thermoplastic film (102) -er a ferm.g ee,ar
( 04 and

around a filling tube (106) of said form-fill-seal machine (100) to bnng sa,d longitudinal edges (110 of sa.d

t mop as in adjacent relationship to form a tube, feeding a length of zipper (10) having a plurahty of

s ideT (54 applied thirete into said film tube, said sliders (54) being at spaced
.

intimate with espe t to

each other said zipper (10) including two interlocking profiles (12, 14), each of said profiles (12, 14) having

TJ£»F*3L 26. 28) intenockable with the interiocking member (44 46) o the othe,^ and

inteoral flanoe (24 42)extending beyond said sliders (54); sealing each of said profiles (12, 14) to sad

JS2 film (102)
• cross sealing said film tube to form a first side of a bag; cress-sealing sa.d film

ube i ^ dfetance from said first side to form a second side of said bag so as to capture a single slider (54)

\T*Z and Second sides; and cutting said bag from said film tube; whereby each bag ,s provided wrth

55 a zipper (10) and a slider (54) for opening and closing the zipper (10).

2. A method of making reclesable bags en a form-fill-seal machine (100), said method comprising the steps of:

-5-
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feedina a length of thermoplastic film (102) into said form fill-seal machine (100). said thermoplast.c
film (102)S opS longitudinar edges (110); folding said thermoplastic film (102) over

.

J

04
j£

around a filling tube (106) of said form-fill-seal machine (100) to bring sa.d longrtudmal edges (110) of sad

thermoolaa!c film (102) in adjacent relationship to form a tube; feeding a length of zipper (10)
,

nto sa,d film

Sbe saS zipper 10) including two interlocking profiles (12. 14), each of said profites (12. 14) having an

SS'ocWng Ebe (26, 28) intertable with the interlocking member (44, 46) of the other profile and an

Sal flanoTS 42) sea ng each of said profiles (12, 14) to said thermoplastic film (102); cross-sealing

sSL Z o form a first ?ide of a bag; providing a continuous supply of sliders (54); app^ing .
.

s -de

S»> from safd continuous supply to the length of zipper (10) attached to sa,d bag; cross-seahng said film tube

o to m a selo side of said'bag capturing said slider (54) between safc.fir*
I

ade^«a^* -J
cutting said bag from said film tube; whereby each bag is provided wrth a z,pper (10) and a slider (54) for

opening and closing the zipper (10).

. A method according to claim 2. wherein the sliders (54) are provided and applied * Ĵ^^JfJ^
*

spaced intervals before the length of zipper (10) is fed into the film tube and sealed to the thermoplastic film (102).

A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein, said zipper (10) is fed between said

.ongSnal edges 010) of said thermoplasfic film (102); one of said profiles (12) . sealed to one of said

edges ( 1 1 0); and the other of said profiles (1 4) is sealed to the other of said edges (1 1 0).

5 A method according to any one of preceding claims, comprising the further step of guiding said zipper (10)

tLugh saidI form-fill seal machine (100) by capturing said profile flanges (24, 42) within a zipper guide (116).

fi An aooaratus for making reclosable bags comprising, means for supplying a length of thermoplastic film (102)

25

6
'

halgCcsLtngLdina. edges (110? means (104) for folding said tnermoplastic film (102) into a ube so a

25
to brina said longitudinal edges (110) into adjacent relationship; means for feeding a length of apper (10)

haZ a purS o Tders (54) app ied thereto into said tube, said sliders (54) being at spaced intervals

SrLoec to each o her said zipper (10) including two interlocking profiles (12, 14), each of said profiles

^2 141 halo a ^interlocking member (26, 28) interlockable with the interlocking member (44, 46) of the other

extending beyond said sliders (54); means (114) for sealing each of said

Pro es 12 14 o said thermoplastic film (102); means (118) for cross-sealing said tube to form a fir side

o a bao means (118) for cross-sealing said tube at a distance from said first side to form a second side of

Id S'so as lo cap ure a single slider (54) between said first and second sides; and means for cutting said

bag ^g wi„ be provided w«h a zipper (10) and a slider (54) for opening and

closing the zipper (10).

r. An apparatus for making recusable bags comprising, means for supplying a length of thermoplastic film (102)

having opposite longitudinal edges (110); means (104) for folding sa,d thermoplastic film (102) «nto a ube so^
to bring said longitudinal edges (110) into adjacent relationship; means for feeding a length "eriocked

zipper (10) into said tube, said zipper (10) including two interlocks profiles (12, 14) each of sa.
I

Profiles

(12 14 having an interlocking member (26, 28) interlockable wrth the interlocking memberJ44 48) of the oft*

profile and an integral flange (24, 42); means (114) for sealing each of said profiles 02 14) to said

thermoDlastic film (102)' means (118) for cross-sealing said tube to form a first side of a bag means (128, 134

Tamfo prSg a continuous supply of sliders (54); means (130) for applying a slider (54) from sad

loluls sudpI to the length of zipper (10) attached to said bag; means (118) for cross-sealing said tube to

«• ZS captuSg said slider (54) between said first side and said^second side,^ means

for cutting said bag from said tube; whereby each bag will be provided with a zipper (10) and a slider (54) for

opening and closing the zipper (10).

8 An apparatus according to claim 7, wherein said applying means (130) applies the sliders (54)
,

to the le r,igth
,

of

50 zippeMIO) at spaced intervals before the length of zipper (10) is fed .nto the tube and sealed to the

thermoplastic film.

q An acDaratus according to claim 6 7, or 8 wherein said feeding means feeds said zipper (10) between said

£STZS^S S said thermoplastic film (102); said means (114) for sealing each of said profits

55 sef one of saiS profiles (12) to one of said edges (110); and said means (114) for sealing each of sa.d

Ses seate the othefo? said profiies (14) to the other of said edges (10). said apparatus further comprising

means (116) for guiding said zipper (10) by said flanges (24, 42).

35

40
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i. An apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein said slider providing means includes a coil (128)

of interconnected sliders (54) or a magazine (134) of individual sliders (54) or, a vibratory feeding bowl (136)

filled with sliders (54), said vibratory feeding bowl (1 36) orienting and feeding said sliders (54) to said applying means.
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FIG. 1
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 10
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